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Figure 1. Panel view of the Type 1330-A Bridge Oscillator.

RANGE AND OUTPUT

The TYPE 1330-A Bridge Oscillator supplies three audio frequencies
(power line frequency, 400 cycles, and 1000 cycles) and a wide continu-

A WIDE-fREQUENCY-RANGE

BRIDGE OSCILLATOR

• BRIDGE MEASU REMENTS, antenna
meas1.U'ements, and many laboratory proce
dures require a stable, variable-frequency
source of moderate power output. The
standard-signal generator, while adequate
for most purposes, is not an economical
solution because its output is low and be
cause it includes amplifier, meters, attenu-
ators, etc., which are es ential to its proper

function but are needless components in a laboratory signal source.
The TYPE 1330-A Bridge Oscillator wa designed to provide a more

sati factory solution both technically and economically. This new 0 cil
lator is recommended for use with General Radio bridges such as the
TYPE 716-C Capacitance Bridge, the TYPES 916-A and 916-AL Radio
Frequency Bridge, and the TYPE 821-A Twin T.
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ou range of radio frequencie (5 kilo
cycles to 50 megacycles), either modu
lated or un modulated.

Th output voltage i' of the order
of ten volts. The output power into a
50-ohm load i more than one watt over
mo t of the frequency spectrum. Typical
output performance indicated in
Figure 4.

MOUNTING AND SHIELDING

In view of its rugged construction,
wide-frequency range and appreciable
power output, the new bridge 0 cillator
i surprisingly compact. The relay-rack
type panel is only seven inches high.
The aluminum cabinet is about nine
inches deep and provides double shield
ing which reduces the stray field at one
megacycle to about 50 microvolts per
meter two feet from the instrument.
The instrument can be easily removed
from it cabinet and mounted in a relay
rack. Since the radio-frequency circuit
are completely enclosed in a shielding
compartment, the stray-field level is
still sufficiently low for most applica
tions.

TYPE 74 Coaxial Output Jack are
provided; the coaxial cable and adaptor
upplied with the in trument permit

complete shielding from the 0 cillator
to the m a uring instrument.

CONSTRUCTION

Since frequency stability is very de
sirable in bridge measurements, the
rugged mechanical construction used
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III the TYPE 1001-A tandard-Signal
Generato/ \Va adopted for the new
oscillator. The tuning capacitor has
preloaded ball bearings mounted in
3/16-inch end plate and the end-plate
supports are 7-'2-inch diameter rods. The
entire oscillator a sembly is mounted on
a ~-inch ubpanel for complete rigidity.
The radio-frequency range switch i
taken bodily from the ignal generator
design to provide the eight coil turret
positions. The r-f oscillator coils, how
ever, are of different design, since the
oscillator must deliver power directly
to the load. For the same reason, the r-f
oscillator tube is the higher-power type
6AQ5 miniature tube which has a rating
of 12 watts plate dissipation.

The oscillator as embly plugs into a
deep brass box and the double cover
completes the shielding. ince the two
leads entering the box are fully filtered
and the four haft extending from the
box are enclo ed in shielding sleeves, the
leakage is at a minimum over the entire
frequency range in spite of the high
voltage level inside the box, neces itated
by the power output requirements.

The power-supply, on a separate
bracket, is mounted alongside the r-f
compartment.

CIRCUIT

The radio-frequency 0 cillator is the
Hartley type with its tapped coil and
"floating" rotor and stator of the tuning
capacitor. The higher-frequency com
ponents are quite conventional in de
sign. At the lower radio frequencies, the
plate and grid coils are mounted ad
jacent to each other to permit propor-
IA. G. BOU'Cluet, "General Purpose A-:\I Standard-Signal
Generator," General Radio Experimenter, September, 1949.

Figure 2. Rear view with shield removed. Power
supply unit is at the right of the assembly.
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2"A Radio-Frequency Source for the Laboratory," Gener·
al Radio Experimenter, November, 1937.

modulation characteristics over the 15
kc to 50 Mc pan. The hape of the tube
characteristic is fortunately such as to
compensate for any distortion in the
audio oscillator. As a consequence, even
though the audio oscillator distortion is
about 5%, the envelope distortion of the
modulated carri I' is usually less than
5%, and at many points is less than 1%.
The modulation level is ei ther 30 0 or
60 0 as selected by the toggle s\\'iLch on
the panel.

COMPARISON
It is intere ting to compare the new

instrument with the prewar TYPE 684-A
Modulated Oscillator' that for many
years was the standard bridge oscillator.
The new in trument is eleven pounds
lighter, consumes only half as much
power, and has about half the volume,
yet it cover a "'ider frequency range, is
more rugged, and supplies about ten
times the output power at a much lower
impedance level.

All of the e improvements have been
achieved at a lower real price, when we
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Figure 3. Elementary wormg diagram of Type
1330·A Bridge Oscillator.

tioning the coupling bet"'een the output
coil and the plate and grid coil, for low
carrier distortion.

Modulation of uch a wide-frequency
range oscillator by the usual methods is
not a simple matter. Since modulation
is limited to two audio frequencies (400
and 1000 cycle), a novel and very
ffective method was devi ed for provid

ing plate modulation. The plate-supply
by-pa s capacitor of the r-f 0 cillator i
u ed as the tuning capacitor of the audio
o cillator, thu di pen ing with the mod
ulating choke coil and r-f filters that in
evitably cause dips in output at some
frequency or other and up et the normal
operating condition of the r-f oscillator.
The method has resulted in excellent

Figure 4. View of oscillator
unit removed from cabinet.
Servicing cable is shown
coiled in its storage position.
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-A. G. ]?OUSQUET

JOne of the major goals of our devele :nent engineering
staff has been to produce more economical designs, with
out sacrifice of quality. and of our production department
to manufacture them as efficiently as possible. The suc
cess of this effort is attested to by the fact that General
R.adio prices have increased since 1939 by about 57%. as
compared to an increase of over 84% in the general price
index and over 100% in many other lines of durable goods.

take into consideration the decrease
in value of the dollar in terms of what
it will buy in the way of laboratory
equipment as compared to the pre-

3war era.
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Figure 5. Output characteristics of the Type
1330-A Bridge Oscillator.
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SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency Range: Three fixed audio frequencies
(power line frequency, 400 c, and 1000 c) and a
continuous frequency spectrum from 5 kc to
50 Mc in eight direct-reading ranges as follows:
5 to 15 kc, 15 to 50 kc, 50 to 150 kc, 150 to 500
kc, 0.5 to 1.5 Mc, 1.5 to 5 Mc, 5 to 15 Mc, and
15 to 50 Mc.
Frequency Accuracy: ±5% for the 400- and
lOoo-cycle fixed frequencies, ±2% for the
carrier frequencies above 150 kilocycle!!, and
±3% for the carrier frequencies below 150
kilocycles under no-load conditions. A 50-ohm
resistive load may cause a frequency shift of as
much as +5% at some of the lower carrier
frequencies; above 150 kilocycles, the frequency
shift due to a 50-ohm load is usually less than
+ 1%. From 5 kilocycles to 15 Mc, the dial
calibration is logarithmic.
Incremental-Frequency Dial: The slow-motion dial
indicates frequency increments of 0.1 % per
division from 5 kc to 15 Mc.
Output Valtage and Power: The AUDIO output jack
provides a fixed voltage output of about 12
volts open circuit, or a power output of about
%: watt into a matching 50-ohm load; the out
put at the R-F jack is controlled by the R-F
control, and supplies adjustable output for the
5 kc to 50 Mc range; over the mid-frequency
range, the open circuit output voltage is about
ten volts and the output power into a 50-ohm
load (output control at maximum) is about one
watt. The output falls off at the upper and
lower ends of the frequency spectrum.
Output Impedance: 50 ohms at the AUDIO jack;
between 20 and 80 ohms, depending on fre
quency, at the R-F jack when the 300-ohm
output control is at maximum.
Modulation: The R-F range (15 kc to 50 Mc) can
be internally amplitude-modulated at either

400 c or 1000 c at the two modulation levels of
approximately 30% and 60%. There is no pro
vision for external modulation.
Envelope Distortion: Between 1% and 6% at the
60% modulation level.
R-F Distortion: 3% over most of the range; at the
lower radio frequencies it is about 6%.
Leakage: Stray fields at 1 Mc are about 50J.lv
per meter at two feet from the oscillator. With
the instrument out of its cabinet, the stray
field may be greater by a factor of ten.
Controls: A switch for selecting between AUDIO
(LINE, 400 c, or 1000 c) and R-F output (CW or
MODulated - 400 c or 1000 c); a switch for
selecting between HIGH and LOW modulation;
a voltage divider for controlling the R-F out
put; a range switch; a calibrated dial and a
vernier dial for setting the radio frequency; a
power switch.
Accessories Supplied: TYPE 874-R21 3-foot
Coaxial Cable, TYPE 874-Q2 Adaptor, TYPE
874-Q7Adaptor, TYPE TO-44 AdjHstment Tool,
and a power cord.
Mounting: Aluminum panel finished in black
crackle lacquer. Aluminum cabinet is finished
in black wrinkle and is provided with carrying
handles. Cabinet can be removed for relay-rack
mounting.
Power Supply: 115 (or 230) volts at 40 to 60
cycles. The power input is about 30 watts.
Tubes: Supplied with the instrument: Two
6AQ5-type tubes and one 6X4-type tube.
Terminals: TYPE 874 Coaxial Terminals are pro
vided for both the AUDIO output and the R-F
output.
Dimensions: (Height) 7~ x (width) 21 %" x
(depth) 11U inches overall.
Net Weight: 36~ pounds.

Type Code Word Price

133O-A I Bridge Oscillator..••.....•.......•...•.•...... 1 ACORN $525.00*

*u. S. Patent No. 2.125.816.
Patent applied for. Licensed under patents of tbe R.adio Corporation of America.




